Dual connectivity ECG systems allow you to provide
necessary care – even in tough situations
Resting EKG or Resting ECG as it is commonly referred to, is a test that is used by medical professionals to
find out whether a patient is at the risk of a heart attack or another heart disease. These tests are done to
measure a patient’s heart activity. Treatments are suggested based on the findings. A Stress EKG test would
gauge how your heart responds to external stress. These tests are conducted in a controlled clinical
environment and the external stress is induced either by IV pharmacological stimulation or exercise.
Doctors conduct these tests on patients who are complaining of symptoms like chest pain. These tests help
doctors to gauge the working of your heart and whether it has a problem that needs to be dealt with.
It is very important for doctors and other medical professionals to have the right equipment for conducting
these tests. If you want to provide better care to your patients, you need stress EKG or ECG devices that are
more efficient and come with quicker response times. You need a 12-lead fully interpretive ECG system that
gives you the freedom to choose the technology that you want to use for conducting the tests based on your
needs, environment, and location. There are times when you don’t have access to the technology that
traditional ECG systems work on. So, an alternative that provides you easy access to other technologies for
measuring heart activity will certainly help you better patient outcomes. Nasiff Associates’ CardioCard PC
Based Dual Stress and ECG System is the perfect solution for this problem.
This Dual Connectivity ECG System allows medical professionals the ability to perform ECG testing using
Bluetooth and USB technology from the same device. You don’t need to buy another device. Just the addition
of this dual system will help you conduct tests even when you don’t have access to the technology that
traditional ECG systems need.
With this Dual Connectivity ECG System, you can now connect directly with your Emergency department to
make them review the test readings, and prepare the EMR staff before the patients even reach the facility.
This device provides you the ability to deal with a cardiac emergency and rush your patient quickly to the
emergency room. The system comes with the features, quality, and benefits that you have come to associate
with products from Nasiff Associates. Plus, if you purchase this product, you will get a free Windows
tablet as a gift.
What are you waiting for? Request a demo today!
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Founded in 1989, Nasiff Associates is a medical technology company and leader in diagnostic cardiology medical devices
including ECG/EKG devices and systems. The first company to produce a clinically useful PC-based CardioResting™
®
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